
CHS2580 PRACTICAL
Week 4

Introduction
Clone the week4 project from GitHub via the command:

git clone git://github.com/carlpulley/chs2580-week4.git

After cloning this code, remember you need to run:

• bundle install to ensure all gem requirements are installed

• rake db:migrate to ensure all database migrations have ran

• rake db:test:load to ensure your test databases have the development schemas ap-
plied

• rake db:seed to ensure your development databases are populated appropriately

• rake test:units to ensure that all your unit tests have ran

By running the Rails application, you can then view and navigate the data analysis report.

For each of the following questions, a separate Git branch needs to be created (see the 
question for the branch name).

Important Note: without exception, all code that you generate for a specific answer is to 
be on the question related branch.

Questions
1. Examine the unknown analysis link. Using the versioning data on that web page, can 

you identify any Apache2 security weaknesses that might be applicable to our server?

Notes: you may find it useful to consult the following web pages:

• http://www.exploit-db.com/

• http://inj3ct0r.com (this is the new milw0rm.com web site)

• http://svn.apache.org/viewvc/httpd/httpd/tags/

2. All code changes for this answer should be placed on a Git branch named process.

a. create a new view named report/log_events/process.html.erb (obviously, this 
view needs to be accessible from the main index page!).
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b. Using a scatter plot, plot a graph of observed time (seconds from epoch) against 
process ID. Document the key features and their significance for this graph.

c. Using a scatter plot, plot a graph of thread index against process ID (with dot col-
ouring based on the observed time in seconds from epoch). Document the key fea-
tures and their significance for this graph.

3. All code changes for this answer should be placed on a Git branch named file_sys-
tem.

a. create a new view named report/log_events/file_system.html.erb (obviously, 
this view needs to be accessible from the main index page!).

b. Using a dendrogram graph, plot a graph of the (valid!) filesystem for this server.

c. Using a sunburst graph, plot a graph of the (valid) filesystem for this server. 

d. Using a tree map graph, plot a graph of the (valid) filesystem for this server. File 
size (in bytes) should be encoded as the area for each rectangle drawn.
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